
4X4 BIBLE STUDY:  “CHRISTMAS STUDY”
Text:  VARIOUS

SESSION #1:  MATTHEW 1:18-25
What clues are given in this text as to why Joseph and Mary were chosen to raise JESUS?
What would have made this first Christmas a very difficult Christmas?
What is revealed about the person of JESUS in this passage?
From the inspiration in this passage, what ought we to be celebrating this Christmas?

SESSION #2: LUKE 2:1-20
What details do you most appreciate from Luke’s version of the Christmas story?
What from this passage would have made this first Christmas so difficult?  
What is the “GOOD NEWS” of Christmas according to the Angels in this passage?
What example, set by the Shepherds, ought we to follow?

 
SESSION #3:  MATTHEW 2:1-12  

What impresses you the most about these Magi?    
How did the Jewish leaders miss the first Christmas?
What do you see as significant about the gifts the Magi gave to baby JESUS?
How should this passage affect this year’s Christmas celebration in your home?  

SESSION #4: GALATIANS 4:4-7 
From your perspective, what made the timing of CHRIST’s coming so perfect?
According to this passage from Galatians 4, why did JESUS come?
What benefits are ours because of that first Christmas?
What is the best way to respond to JESUS at Christmas?

SESSION #5: JOHN 1:1-14
What does this passage proclaim about JESUS?
What is significant about JESUS being the Word?
What is significant about JESUS being the Light?
How would you finish this sentence?  “JESUS came to provide us with _________.”

The design of a 4X4 Bible STUDY is for four guys (or four gals or two couples) to get together for an hour during the week, 
for four different weeks (sessions) in order to study four different passages from the WORD of GOD.    Each participant is 
expected to come to the study each week ready to provide four answers to each of the four questions posted for each of 
the four sessions.   Spend some time preparing on your own and then enjoy your time of sharing with one another at the 
appointed hour.  “As iron sharpens iron, so one person sharpens another.”  — PROVERBS 27:17


